Optimizing the Army
Supply Chain
How Maximus supported the Army’s Logistics
Modernization Program migration

The United States Army can’t operate without the Logistics
Modernization Program (LMP), a proprietary enterprise resource
planning (ERP) tool that supports supply chain, maintenance, and
financial management for the Army Working Capital Fund. The LMP
is deployed in more than 50 locations worldwide, with 23,000 users
across the Army Material Command, Defense Finance and Accounting
Services, and the U.S. Special Operations Command. With so many
mission-critical processes on the line, the Army knew that moving
to the cloud was the best way to keep up with the continual need
for modernizing and enhancing the LMP — capabilities they could
only find in the AWS Cloud. However, they also knew that to migrate
their thousands of users and workflows without disturbing military
operations, they would need help.
In 2019, the cloud experts at Maximus joined the Army’s LMP
migration effort. They made it their mission to provide critical
technical support, fill knowledge gaps, and work collaboratively with
a team of other contractors to get the job done fast — harnessing
the consulting and cloud prowess of Maximus to ensure long-term
sustainability and success of the Army LMP.

Streamlining large-scale data migration
The Army decided to migrate the LMP to the AWS Cloud for several critical
reasons:

improving the availability and scalability
of services,
streamlining access and patching of
infrastructure, and
reducing the number of servers required
to maintain their architecture.

However, to reap those benefits, the Army first had to adapt their current onpremises tool into the cloud — including migrating nearly 20 databases.
Maximus has decades of experience working with government agencies to migrate
their systems to the cloud, making them the ideal consulting partner to tackle the
migration of a complex system with millions of data points. Working alongside
three other vendor partners, Maximus team members started by creating new
cloud databases using EC2 instances. Next, they exported the LMP’s data from
on-premise servers, formerly housed at the Defense Information Systems Agency
(DISA), into the cloud. Once the migration was complete, the team conducted
extensive testing to ensure the data was accurate. Finally, they converted all
existing jobs to AWS — like monitoring, reporting, and auditing.The mammoth
undertaking required ingenuity, creativity, and collaboration from the Maximus
team as they worked alongside the Army and their partners to replace outdated
systems, such as the LMP’s old disaster recovery plan, with entirely new, cloudbased processes.

Providing ongoing support for the Army
and its partners
While the bulk of Maximus’ time focused on data and application migration
logistics, they also stepped in to help with project operations and support. A key
collateral duty was standing up a service desk for the project’s duration.
Maximus team members kept a bird’s-eye view of workflows at the service desk
and ensured the entire project stayed on track. They additionally monitored the
health of the LMP and the status of all jobs across the system’s many applications.
If there was an error with a particular job, the team would alert the appropriate
team leaders. Occasionally, the team ran into more significant issues, like outages
between the circuits that connected DISA and AWS, leading to connection and
timeout issues during data migration. In those instances, the service-desk team
would call meetings with all relevant stakeholders to resolve the problem. Finally,
the service desk would also manage change review board meetings and update
and disseminate new protocols to guarantee that all contractors were working in
alignment with Army guidelines. Maximus employees at the service desk provided
24x7 operations support— at every stage in the procees, which was a tremendous
asset to the Army and its other vendor partners.

Growing and innovating in the
AWS cloud
During the LMP migration, the Maximus team wore many hats. With
the ultimate mission: to work collaboratively with the Army and their
partners to take this critical system to the AWS Cloud as quickly
and seamlessly as possible. And as of September 2021, that mission
is complete. Thanks to Maximus and the other vendors, the Army
completed the LMP migration on time and, most importantly, with no
service interruption for the end-users.
Today, the LMP is more secure, and patching and maintenance
needs are faster and more accessible for the Army to manage. The
architecture is also much smaller, which means fewer servers for the
Army to maintain. The biggest win from this project isn’t operational.
It’s the ability to keep innovating with ease in the cloud. The Army can
now rest assured that their ERP will grow with them—an asset that will
impact the entire nation.

To learn more about how Maximus can build your agency a
team of experts to support mission-critical operations, go to
maximus.com/defense
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